
Foreword 
 

The European markets for electricity and gas have been opened to competition in the last 
years or will be so in the near future. At the same time, the European Union has engaged itself 
to meet ambitious targets in climate policy. While cogeneration is expected to contribute sub-
stantially to the latter, it is coming at the same time under strong pressure in competitive mar-
kets with low producer prices. Hence, competitiveness of cogeneration has to be enhanced if 
it is to be maintained and extended in the new market context. This requires notably the de-
velopment of realistic operation models which account for the price and quantity uncertainties 
in the liberalised markets.  

The research project OSCOGEN (Optimisation of Cogeneration Systems in a Competitive 
Market Environment), co-funded by the European Commission and the Swiss Federal Office 
for Science and Education, has therefore aimed at providing CHP operators with such tools. 

In the project, two industrial partners, BEWAG (Germany, now part of Vattenfall Europe) 
and TE-TOL (Slovenia) have collaborated with scientific research institutions from Germany 
(IER, University of Stuttgart), Austria (Institute for Advanced Studies – IHS, Vienna), Slove-
nia (Institute “Jozef Stefan” – IJS and FE, University of Ljubljana), and Switzerland (Centre 
for Energy Policy and Economics – CEPE, University of Zurich). This partnership has en-
abled the development of methodologies and tools which combine academic state-of-the-art 
with practical applications, contributing to turning into reality the political objectives. 

Correspondingly, our common workshop provides contributions on the political context and 
technology developments, the methodology and practical requirements for operation optimi-
sation, and corresponding forecasts as well as first results of our validation phase.  

We hope that the results will be useful for the workshop participants and that the outcomes of 
the project will find widespread application in cogeneration operation and beyond – not the 
last in the emerging world of distributed generation. 
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